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Introduction
The Casio CZ-101 and CZ-1000 do not have a separate backup battery to power the patch
memory when the synth is switched off, the power supply or the batteries are used to power
the memory. Because the standby current is quite large the batteries are drained pretty fast
and the user patches are lost. This also happens when you accidentally leave the synth on
when it is powered with batteries.
To overcome this problem you can install this non volatile memory modification, it uses a
memory controller and a battery. The memory controller switches between the power supply
and the backup battery. Only the RAM chips will be powered by this battery when the synth is
switched off, therefore the standby current is very low and the patches will be stored for
several years.

What you need
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the CZ NV memory mod kit
3.6 Volt ½ AA Lithium battery – see below
basic soldering skills
a soldering iron, preferably temperature controlled
desoldering station, desoldering braid or solder sucker
a multimeter
solder
a sharp knife or a rotary tool with suited tool to cut traces
screwdriver philips #1
small screwdriver
Flux cleaner(optional)

Battery
The battery is not included in the kit if you live outside the Netherlands because Lithium
batteries have shipping restrictions. For the kit you need a 3.6 Volt 1/2AA Lithium battery, see
figure1.

Figure1. Example batteries.
You can order these at most electronic distributors. If you have any questions regarding the
battery feel free to ask them.

Before you start
You might want to save the user patches, it is very likely that your current patches are lost
during installation and modification. For more info on saving patches see:
http://www.kasploosh.com/projects/CZ/how_to/midiox-cz101-receive.html

Dis assembly
•
•
•
•
•
•

turn off the CZ-101/CZ-1000 and unplug the power supply and all audio and midi cables
put some soft cloth on your working area and put the CZ-101/CZ-1000 upside down
with the keys towards you.
remove the batteries from the battery compartment
remove all the screws in the bottom(there are also 2 screws in the battery
compartment)
remove the bottom cover
now you can see 2 circuit boards, you will be working on the larger one on the right
side. See figure 2, this is a general overview of this PCB. The PCB is the same in the
CZ-101 and CZ-1000(the non volatile memory modification is already performed in this
picture).

Installation
The installation of the kit consist of 5 parts:
1. removing a jumper
2. cutting 2 traces and installing a jumper wire
3. soldering the 5 wires from the NV Memory mod kit to the CZ-101/CZ-1000
4. checking and adjusting CZ-101/CZ-1000 battery voltage
5. Installing the battery and the NV Memory mod PCB.

Figure 2:CZ-101 with non volatile memory modification installed.
The removal of the jumper can be done in several ways, the easiest way is to remove all the
screws holding the PCB. Now you can desolder the jumper and easily remove it from the
component side. Be careful with the cables connected to the PCB! An other is option is to leave
the PCB in it's place, desolder the jumper and push it thru the PCB, pick up the synth and
shake it gently until the jumper falls out. The last option is the fastest but you have to make
sure to remove the jumper from the case which sometimes is very tricky and you end up
removing the screws and PCB to find the jumper! The jumper is indicated in figure 3(bottom
side of the PCB) and figure 4(component side).

Figure 3: Bottom view of the pcb

Figure 4: Component side of the pcb

Figure 5: traces to cut
Check with the multimeter to make sure there is no longer a connection. Install the provided
piece of wire between the RAM chips as indicated in figure 5.

The 5 wires coming from the backup PCB can now be soldered to the CZ-101 circuit board. See
figure 6 for a detailed view. Start with the black wire, than the white, yellow, orange and end
with the red wire.

Figure 6: Wiring
It is recommended to clean all the new soldering with a flux cleaner, a cleaned PCB makes the
battery last longer.
The CZ-101 and CZ-1000 have a regulator to bring the battery voltage to a lower level to
power the RAM chips. If this voltage is to high the memory controller locks up and the
synthesizer starts behaving weird. To adjust this voltage, power the unit with the adapter, but
do not switch it on. Measure the voltage between ground(the black wire, see the figure 6) and
pin 9 of the ribbon cable on the left side of the PCB(see Figure 2, it is the ribbon cable on the
lower left side of the picture) This voltage must be readjusted to 3.2Volt.The trimmer is located
on the board on the left. See figure 7. It is behind the little hole and the trimmer can be
adjusted without removing the PCB. Remove the power adapter before you continue the
installation.

Figure 7: Battery voltage trimmer
Installing the battery and the NV Memory mod PCB
Remove the clip from the battery holder that is mounted on the NV Memory mod PCB. Install
the battery and note polarity!!! Push the clip over the battery so that is kept in place.
The location of the NV Memory mod PCB is different for the CZ-101 and CZ-1000. Because
there is a lot of space in the CZ-1000 you can remove the screw in the upper and lower left
corner and gently lift the circuit board. See figure 8 for the location.
Now you can slide the bracket of the kit between the circuit board and the plastic standoff. An
extra screw is provided with the kit, this screw is slightly longer than the original screw. Use
this screw to fix both the circuit board and the NV memory mod PCB.

Figure 8, location of the installed kit in a CZ-1000.

In the CZ-101 the kit is mounted in the upper right corner of the board where the battery
voltage trimmer is located. Remove the screw and gently lift the circuit board. Slide the
bracket of the kit between the circuit board and the plastic standoff. Because there is not so
much space here you have to make sure the kit is fully underneath the circuit board. Otherwise
the case of the CZ-101 will not close because the battery compartment touches the NV
memory mod kit. An extra screw is provided with the kit, this screw is slightly longer than the
original screw. Use this screw to fix both the circuit board and the NV memory mod PCB.
This is good moment to check your work and test if the CZ is working as it was before
installing the kit.

Assembly
Follow the dis assembly instructions in reverse order.
You can put your patches back following these instructions:
http://www.kasploosh.com/projects/CZ/how_to/midiox-cz101-send.html
Now the non volatile memory modification is finished! If you have any questions or suggestions
considering the installation contact us at info@artefacts.nl

